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T h e o re m A. 
M ilnor's Exam ple
Let S ln be the n-dimensianal Euclidean space with the usual Riemannian metric. The group of isometries of IRn is 0(n)t<IRn (the rigid motions) acting on lRn as ((P ,c),x) -> P z + c where P x is the multiplication on the left by the m atrix P on the column vector x. It is known that every n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold of constant curvature 0 is a quotient of lRn by a discrete subgroup r of O(n)t<IRn acting on IRn freely. When there is no danger of confusion, we will not distinguish the elements x in lRn from the pairs (id, x) in 0(n)t<lRn. An isometry $:lR n/ r -» IRn/r ' is an isometry of 1R" such that $ r = r $ .
The following is due to Milnor [5] .
T heorem B . [5] There are two lattices Aj and A2 in IR16 such that lRie/Aj and JR16/A 2 are isospectral but not isometric.
More specifically, the two lattices are Aj = Tg © Tg and A2 = Tig, which may be described as follows: For any positive integer m, let L4m be the lattice consisting of x = (®j) € 5Z4m with -0 (mod 2). Then r 4m is generated by L4m and e4m where e" = € lRn. In [5] , it is shown th at the quotient manifolds are isospectral by utilizing the fact that Tg 0 Tg 
V igneras' E xam ple
Let K be a number field. A quaternion algebra ID is a 4-dimensional if-algebra generated by t, j over if , such that t 2 = a,j2 = b, and ij = -ji where a, 6 
Let N be a maximal compact subgroup of G1. Then X = G1/N = H JHg2 is a product of 2 or 3 dimensional hyperbolic spaces.
We recall that an order G in ID is a subring of ID that is also a finitely generated module over the ring R of integers of K and contains a K basis of ID. We say that O is a maximal order in ID if O is not properly contained in any orders in ID.
For any order O in ID, the group O 1 = {x G O | n(x) = 1} of units of reduced norm 1 is isomorphic under p to a discrete subgroup T of G1. The following is due to Vigneras [11] .
T heorem D . [11]
There exist quaternion division algebras ID having maxi mal orders Oj and O2 such that the quotients T1 \ X and T2 \ X are isospectral but not isometric compact Riemannian manifolds.
As explicit examples we have [11] :
1). K = Q(\/lO) and ID is the quaternion algebra over K which ramifies exactly at the folowing places: (7), (11), (11 + 3 \/l0 ), and one real infinite place. Note th at, in this case, the resulting isospectral manifolds are Riemann surface* of constant curvature -1 .
2). K = Q (\/" 5) and ID is the quaternion algebra over K which ramifies exactly at the places: (11) 
II

M /H
where r o D F j, r'2 D F are discrete subgroups of G*. So we have Tj = 7 i r i 7 , _1 and r'2 = 7 2^7^ f°r some 7 1 , 72 in G*. Up to a conjugation, we may assume that 7 j = id. Since T is of finite index in both Tj and 7 3^7 2 "*, by Lemma 4 7 2 r 27 f 1 = 5^5 " * for some g 6 p(lD*). As and T2\X
are not isometric, Tj ^ Since T0 contains both Ti and gTzg-1, by Lemma 3, it cannot be of finite index over Tj, which contradicts to the assumption that M -► M/H is a finite quotient. ■ R e m a rk . When ID is unramified at more than one archimedean place, i.e., when s + r2 > 1 , the group of isometries of X properly contains G'*, preventing us for concluding that Tj = 7 1r 'i 7 1" ' 1 and r 2 = 7 2^7^" 1 for some 
